Japan’s Summer Games
The Games of the XXXII Olympiad will begin on July 24 in Tokyo, Japan. These are the second Summer Olympics to take place in Japan. Athletes will compete in 42 sports during the games. Will you watch?

What big events are happening in your family, school or city this year? Make a note of them here:

7 Little Words for Kids
Use the letters in the boxes to make a word with the same meaning as the clue. The numbers in parentheses represent the number of letters in the solution. Each letter combination can be used only once, but all letter combinations will be necessary to complete the puzzle.

1. very fast (5) — swift
2. make less hard (6) — soften
3. not very deep (7) — shallow
4. pair (6) — couple
5. disagreeing (7) — arguing
6. colorful part of a plant (6) — flower
7. give respect to (5) — honor.

Answers: swift, soften, shallow, couple, arguing, flower, honor.
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